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Back Issues: At present, most issues of Torch Bearer are still available to Volume 1, Issue 1
(March 1984), although some issues are no longer available. As stocks of issues are depleted
they will not be reprinted and the Society cannot guarantee stocks of back issues for more
than the last four years. Back issues cost £2 each, or £8 for a year's issues to Volume 24 and
£2.50 per issue from Volume 25 except for Volume 25 issue 4b which is £4 and Volume 27
issue 1 which is £6. When ordering single issues please indicate which volume you require.
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Membership
Membership of the Society of Olympic Collectors starts on election, of which applicants will
be notified, and will last for one calendar year. All back issues of the magazine for the current
year will be sent to members joining during the year.
Junior members are those aged under 18 years in the year of joining, subscription rates are
half of the adult rate until their 18th birthday.
All applications for membership should be made to the Secretary.
Subscription rates for 2015 when making payment in £ sterling, € or $US currency notes or £
sterling cheques are as follows:
United Kingdom: £15.00 / Europe: €30.00 / Outside Europe: €35.00 or $US45.00
Subscription rates for 2015 when making payment through Paypal are as follows:
United Kingdom: £16.00 / Europe: £22.00 / Outside Europe: £27.00
Payments are accepted through Paypal in £ sterling only and include the additional costs
involved with accepting payment through Paypal.

Chairman's Message
Kenny Cook
Sadly, we have lost another of our founder members, Kenny Cook, our librarian and one-time
distribution manager. In his eighties he had been in a wheelchair for many years because of a
serious knee condition, and housebound following a heart attack at Philatex a few years ago.
He was an avid, almost obsessive collector, and had a vast collection from 1896 to date. While
he did not collect everything, he was determined to be as complete as possible, and to have
unique items. He guarded his collection fiercely however, and even those privileged to see it
never saw it all. He retired before computers became widespread. When he became confined to
a wheelchair and could no longer enjoy his favourite activity of visiting stamp and postcard fairs,
he determined to master the internet so that he could bid on eBay. He said more than once that
this kept him sane! He hated bidding high however, and got very cross when he was outbid, but
was delighted of course to pick up a bargain that was not well described and nobody else
spotted. A carpenter by trade, he was not a literary man, and while he would share his vast
knowledge orally, he was reluctant to put pen to paper, and consequently an enormous amount
of knowledge has been lost with him. He was an active and forthright member of committee,
with a keen concern to be sure that the society's finances were on an even keel, and in recent
years, when he could no longer attend meetings always made his views known by e-mail or
telephone. He determined to do his bit for the society, and even when housebound took over as
distribution manager, with his wife Betty taking Torch Bearer to the post. A larger than life
character, his passing leaves a hole in our lives.
SOC Souvenirs
It is committee's intention to make our stock of souvenirs available to you, the members, without
charge, and it had been intended to do this in 2015. Bob Farley's unfortunate death at the start
of the year delayed gathering together and cataloguing the stock, and the process is taking
longer than expected. Everyone will have an opportunity in the new year to enhance their
collection, absolutely free, with souvenirs going back to 1986, so please make sure you renew
in good time.
22nd World Olympic Collectors Fair
Will be held at the Gothenburg Sports Museum in Gothenburg, Sweden
between the 13th and 15th May 2016.
Rio 2016
Our first articles are included in this Torch Bearer, and further reports will follow. Brian
Hammond is keeping us updated on the Brazilian issues, but we welcome news from you, our
members, of stamps, postal history and other items from other countries — send your news to
Mike Pagomenos: admin@societyofolympiccollectors.org
Bob Wilcock
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A pencil drawing of Kenny Cook
made by a talented French artist and fellow collector
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Stade, stadion, stadia, Eratosthenes and Pausanias
by Mike Pagomenos
The stadium at ancient Olympia is commonly known as the 'stade' in the English language. The
length of the stade was an ancient Greek unit of measurement that was also called a 'stadion'
and its plural is 'stadia'. The modern equivalent of the ancient footrace that was also called a
stade is the 200 metres. It was the shortest footrace at the ancient Olympic Games. Another
ancient race was the 'diaulos' which was twice the length of the stade.

The stade at Olympia from the Greek stamp set commemorating
the Moscow 1980 Olympic Games.

£1.70

t$ GIBRALTAR /Q5 34p
The stade footrace as depicted in ancient Greek art on the 34p stamp of the 1996 Gibraltar
stamp set commemorating the Centenary of IOC auspices and the 2c stamp from the 1984
Suriname stamp set commemorating Los Angeles 1984 (not to scale).
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Interestingly, the stamps issued by Gibraltar and Suriname show modified images borrowed and
adapted from an ancient Greek Panathenaic amphora awarded to a victor of the stade event at
one of the Panathenaic Games held in Athens inside the Panathenaic stadium. Terracotta ca.
530 BC and attributed to the Euphiletos Painter renowned for Panathenaic prize amphorae.
The Euphiletos Painter painted his Stade footrace original on an amphora and signed it with his
name, Nikias. The amphora was presented, to the victor, filled with olive oil. However, the
Panathenaic Games was a completely separate event from the Olympic Games and the
painting, although superb, is not strictly relevant in the commemoration of any anniversary of the
Olympic Games.

The original painting of a Stade footrace by the Euphiletos Painter
on a Panathenaic Games amphora.
In the modern Greek language a stadium is called a 'stadio' and its plural is also 'stadia'. The
length of one 'stadion', including the stade at Olympia, comprises 600 ancient Greek feet where
one foot was called a 'pous'. The modern equivalent length of a stadion is slightly more than 200
yards and less than 200 metres. Incidentally, a 'furlong', a distance which is derived from the
stadion, is approximately 10 per cent longer than a stadion.
The word 'stadia' is mentioned twice in the New International Version of the New Testament in
the Book of Revelation at 14:20 and 21:16. Stadia are mentioned seven times in the Society of
Biblical Literature Greek New Testament at: Matthew 14:24, Luke 24:13, John 6:19, John 11:18,
First Corinthians 9:24, Revelation 14:20 and Revelation 21:16. Interestingly, the 'furlong'
replaced 'stadia' in the King James Version five times at: Luke 24:13, John 6:19, John 11:18,
Revelation 14:20 and Revelation 21:16. Therefore the translators of the New Testament have
failed to accurately translate the word 'stadia' from the original Greek language. The only
appropriate translation of the word 'stadia' is 'stadia' and furlongs are not equivalent to stadia. It
also needs to be said that 200 yards falls short of a stadion. 200 yards does not a stadion make.
[Ref. 1, 2 & 31.
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The ancient Greeks were well used to measuring great distances using the stadion as a unit of
length. An ancient Greek polymath called Eratosthenes, originally from Cyrene in Libya, is
recorded as the first person to calculate a reasonable estimate of the circumference of the earth.
He used the 'stadion' as the unit of measurement in his calculations. [Ref. 4]
Eratosthenes was a good friend of Archimedes of 'Eureka' fame. Archimedes dedicated one of
his greatest works to him. Whilst Eratosthenes was working as the head librarian of the famous
library of Alexandria circa 235BC he devised a method to calculate the circumference of the
Earth which he originally estimated as 250,000 stadia. A very round number for a not so
perfectly round world. [Ref. 4]
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Personalised stamp designs from Germany and the United
States showing Eratosthenes. The German stamp also shows
the use of his mathematical algorithm known as the 'Sieve of
Eratosthenes' that can be used to identify primary numbers.
At ancient Olympia, according to Pausanias, the only event for the first 13 Olympiads was the
stade. The diaulos was introduced at the 14th Olympiad. [Ref. 5]
It would be unthinkable for a modern revival of the Olympic Games to begin without the stade,
the diaulos and Greek competitors. There could be no Olympic revival without these three
fundamental characteristics because it could not justifiably be described as Olympic without
these three keystones of the ancient Olympic Games. The re-establishment of Olympic Games
in modern times began in Athens in 1859, not just because it was the first modern event to have
all three characteristics (or even two since 200 yards is shorter than a stade) but also the first,
with participants from outside its borders, since ancient Olympia. The fact that the Panathenaic
stadium has hosted Olympic Games five times between 1870 and 2004 is testament to the fact
that the same revival continues. Neither the ancient or modern Olympic Games has religiously
maintained the Olympiad.
References:
1.
New International Version of the New Testament.
2.
Society of Biblical Literature Greek New Testament.
3.
King James Version of the New Testament.
4.
Eratosthenes and the Mystery of the Stades - How Long is a Stade? by Newlyn Walkup,
Convergence, August 2010 and published by the Mathematical Association of America at
www.maa.org. [Editor's Note: This article was the winning article in the 2005 competition for 'best
history of mathematics article' by a student, sponsored by the History of Mathematics SIGMAA of
the Mathematical Association of America.]
5.
A Brief History of the Olympic Games by David C. Young, Blackwell Publishing, 2004.
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Merry Christmas from Helsinki 1940
by Mike Pagomenos
Spotted this Helsinki 1940 postcard in an online auction. What was the designer of this postcard
thinking of when he drew it and coloured it in? Nonetheless it carries the Olympic rings on the
front and back and the javelin has a luggage label attached to it with the message 'Hauskaa
Joulua' which when translated from Finnish is 'Merry Christmas'.

r.wEVAL.^$,ASEEN
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This postcard which commemorates a rescheduled Olympic Games
that did not happen in Tokyo or Helsinki sold for an impressive £110
earlier this year. The two bidders were obviously very keen.
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A ticket to the first modern Olympic Games
by Mike Pagomenos
The first modern Olympic Games was held in a city square in Athens in 1859 and the first to be
held in a stadium was that held in Athens in 1870 at the Panathenaic stadium. Both events were
attended by athletes from outside of the borders of independent Greece making them
internationals from 1859. These were the first two modern Olympics to revive the stade and the
first two to revive the diaulos. The Athens 1859 Olympic Games was the first to be held in
Greece since ancient Olympia.
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Figure 1. A ticket to the first modern Olympic Games held in Athens in 1859.
Image from Professor David C. Young (University of Florida in Gainesville).
The same image is reproduced inside one of his Olympic history reference books without the
left margin. [Ref. 1] Translation from the Greek is as follows:

OLYMPIA OF 1859
No.

INDIVIDUAL TICKET
For the event and service staff.
The Chairman of the organising Committee
Signature of the holder,
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Both events were named after 'Olympia'. This ticket to this first modern Olympic Games shows
that the event was named '0AYMIIIA' (see figure 1). There is no more obvious name for the
revival of the ancient event which was also referred to as '0AYMIIIA'. The Panathenaic
stadium has hosted events at Olympic Games in 1870, 1875, 1896, 1906 and 2004. A total of
five times and Athens has hosted the Olympics six times.
Professor Young made the following observation concerning Dr W.P. Brookes of Much
Wenlock:

"The 1859 Athens Olympics ... profoundly changed Brookes's own Olympic
activity, impelling him into an Olympic vision that would affect the world.
Without these games and the 1870 and 1875 Athens Olympics that
followed, Brookes never would have been spurred on to found the
movement for international Olympics, into which he would -- decades letter
--- draw Baron de Coubertin." [Ref. 2, p.23]
It is also worth noting that at the National Olympian Games at Crystal Palace in 1866, the two
events that most resembled the stade and the diaulos were the 100 yards dash and the 175
yards race i.e. no stade, no diaulos and no Greek participants. But what happened in Athens in
1859, 1870, 1875 and in London in 1866 affected what followed, under the auspices of the IOC,
from 1896. No half stade (100 metres) race was held at ancient Olympia. The 100 yards dash
became the 100 metres which is the main attraction at modern events with its focus on the
fastest runner in the world. The Panathenaic stadium remains unchallenged in being the only
stadium in the world to host events at five Olympic Games.
Where would Baron Pierre de Coubertin have been without the only Olympic stadium of the
19th century? At a side-show at the Paris Exposition that rejected the auspices of the IOC,
without a stadium and without any credibility. Yes, that is exactly what happened in 1900 with a
similar, but not identical, situation at the St Louis World's Fair in 1904.
The International Olympic Committee's (IOC) claim that the first modern Olympic Games was
held in Athens in 1896 was not thought out well by Baron Pierre de Coubertin. Nor was the
claim that the first modern international Olympic Games was held in Athens. Both claims ignore
the IOC's own provenance. What came before the IOC was founded set the foundations of the
modern Olympic Games and made it possible for the IOC to flourish. The IOC must formally
recognise and celebrate its provenance from the Athens 1859, London 1866, Athens 1870 and
Athens 1875 Olympics. The IOC has no credibility in claiming otherwise and the same applies
to its shenanigans around the recognition of Athens 1906 which was officially the second to be
held under IOC auspices when it was held.

References:
1.
A Brief History of the Olympic Games by David C. Young, Blackwell Publishing, 2004.
2.
The Modern Olympics, A Struggle for Revival by David C. Young, The Johns Hopkins
University Press, 1996.
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Rio 2016 — Stamp Issues so far
by Brian Hammond and Bob Wilcock
Handover from London to Rio
Two pairs of three se-tenant stamps were prepared and intended for issue
on 28 December 2012. This did not happen because of a dispute between
the Brazil Postal Authorities and the Organising Committee of the XXXI Rio
Olympic Games. They came onto the market during 2015 (but have been
withdrawn from the Brazilian PO web-site)
The two FDCs still show the intended issue date of 28/12/2012 and bear
cachets showing the mascots of both the London and Rio Summer or
Paralympic Games.
The stamps are at first class letter rate and show London sights. London
sights linking into Rio mountains, and Rio mountains. Note from the
envelopes that there are two sets of designs, the stamps bearing either the
Olympic Rings or the Paralympic Logo.
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Complementing the sheet stamps were two miniature sheets with pairs of
stamps against a stunning backdrop of Sugar Loaf Mountain. The Olympic
pair of R2.60 stamps show London Big Ben and Tower Bridge, se-tenant
with a stamp showing se-tenant with a different stylised mountain image_
Due for issue 28 December 2012, thery also did not appear until 2015.
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Rio 2016 Sports Series 1— 24 March 2015
A sheet of 2C stamps featuring two sets of 10 sports, 9 Olympic. one
Parahmpic was released on 24 March 2015 Stamps and background are
designed to reflect the look of the Games, and the background pattern
means that there are two versions of each stamp. Designed by Jose
Carlos Braga. each stamp depicts a sportsman in action and equipment for
that sport Each stamp is First Class letter rate, and 2.4 million were
printed in offset litho The sports depicted are basketball, rugby, weightlifting. rowing. aquatic sports, archery, cycling, badminton, wrestling &
Paralympic athletics. At the time of writing these stamps are still on sale at
www .correios corn. br
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Rio 2016 Sports Series II — 6 August 2015
The second set in the sports series is also designed by Jose Carlos Braga,
with 2.4m stamps printed. The sports featured are boxing, canoe, fencing,
football, golf. handball, Paralympic judo, taekwando, table tennis &
triathlon.
Series III has been announced for November 2015. Full details should
appear in the next Torch Bearer.
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Pre-Olympic coins minted for Rio 2016
by Mike Pagomenos
First set:
100 metres / Rio's Christ the Redeemer statue
Rowing at Lagos Rodrigo de Freitas / Bromeliad
Cycling in the Tijuca Forest / Porpoise
Race in Flamengo Landfill / Arcos da Lapa
Beach Volleyball / Copacabana
Athletics / 1 Real
Swimming / 1 Real
Golf / 1 Real

10 Reais
5 Reais
5 Reais
5 Reais
5 Reais
1 Real
1 Real
1 Real

Gold
Silver
Silver
Silver
Silver
Base bi-metallic
Base bi-metallic
Base bi-metallic

Second set:
Pole Vault / Rio's Christ the Redeemer statue
Rowing at Lagoa Rodrigo de Freitas / Heliconia
Cycling in the Tijuca Forest / Channel-billed toucan
Race in Flamengo Landfill / Contemporary Art Museum
Beach Volleyball Copacabana / Chorinho
Basketball / 1 Real
Sailing / 1 Real
Rugby / 1 Real

10 Reais
5 Reais
5 Rea is
5 Reais
5 Reais
1 Real
1 Real
1 Real

Gold
Silver
Silver
Silver
Silver
Base bi-metallic
Base bi-metallic
Base bi-metallic

Third set:
Wrestling / Rio's Christ the Redeemer statue
Rowing in Lagoa / Orchid
Cycling in the Tijuca Forest / Golden lion tamarin
Race in Flamengo Landfill / Sambadrome
Beach Volleyball Copacabana / Forro
Football / 1 Real
Volleyball / 1 Real
Judo / 1 Real

10 Rea is
5 Rea is
5 Reais
5 Reais
5 Reals
1 Real
1 Real
1 Real

Gold
Silver
Silver
Silver
Silver
Base bi-metallic
Base bi-metallic
Base bi-metallic

Every precious metal coin can be bought in an individual presentation box. The bi-metallic
currency is also available in a presentation folder with four coins including an additional
Paralympic coin. All bi-metallic coins will be in general circulation during the Games:
First set:
Paralympic Athletics
Second set:
Paracanoe
Third set:
Paratriathlon

1 Real

Base bi-metallic

1 Real

Base bi-metallic

1 Real

Base bi-metallic

Each gold coin has a diameter of 16mm, weighs 4.4g and its composition is 90% gold with a
retail price of R$1.180,00. Each silver coin has a diameter of 40mm, weighs 27g and its
composition is 92.5% silver with a retail price of R$195,00. Each bi-metallic coin has a weight of
7g and a diameter of 27mm and its composition comprises a stainless stell core and a brasscoated steel ring.
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All three 10 reais proof gold coins from the first, second and third set.
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All four 5 reais silver proof coins from the first set.
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All four 5 reais silver proof coins from the second set.
99

All tour 5 reels silver proot coins trom the third set.
100

All four 1 real bi-metallic coins from the first set.
101

All tour 1 real bi-metallic coins trom the second set.
102

All four 1 real bi-metallic coins from the third set.
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A small selection of Rio 2016 pins
by Mike Pagomenos
Some of the official pins issued well in advance of Rio 2016. This is only a small selection since
a large number of individual sport, media, countdown and mascot pins have already been
issued and will continue to be issued throughout 2016. Will try to show more in future issues of
Torch Bearer.

L
Individual gold, silver and bronze NOC pins.

Mounted set of gold, silver and bronze NOC pins.
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Mounted 4 years to go countdown pin.

Set of six individually mounted NOC pins.
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Mounted pair of green NOC pins.
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Communiqué No. 4
from the AICOExecutive Board to Member Associations
Date: 6 December 2015

Gianni Galeotti
(1940 — 2015)

In memoriam

999

It is with deep sadness that AICO announces the passing
on 13 November 2015 of our Vice President and member
of the Executve Board, GIANNI GALEOTT1, after a lengthy
illness. Our condolences go out to his entire family,
especially his wife. Rattaefla, and sons Eddy and Matte,.

1.••••• •••••••••

His passions were athletics, academic sport. philately and
his town, Reggio di Emilia.
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Gianni will be greatly missed by all of us in the Olympic
collectors community.
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Commurvoue No 4

4.110.4./MS

Fellow Olympic Collectors
Since our last Communique No 3 at the end of May 2015 the Board wisnes to pass along imoortant information
on its activities and decisions made n the interim by the IOC. These decisions will influence our basic activities
during in 2016.

NEWS FROM THE IOC
1. AICO represented on the IOC Commission for Culture and Olympic Heritage (OOH)
Twenty-two new commissions have been named by IOC President Thomas Bach in order to implement the
OLYMPIC AGENDA 2020 (the old Commission for Philately. Numismatics and Memorabilia, was disbanded). The

new Commission for Culture and Olympic Heritage had its inaogurai. meeting on 12 November 2015 attended by
Mr. Bach. NCO has the honor of a seat on the Commission represented by AlCO's President, Roman Rebut_
In a very tightly scheduled we-day meetinge mission statement for the new commission was presented by
Mr. Francis Gabet, and is based on UNESCO's definition of culture:
'Culture._ is... the whole complet of distmcrve virtual. materim, intellectual and emohomai features
that characterize a society group. It includes not only arts and letters, but also modes of life. the
fundamental rights of the human being, value systems, traditions and beliefs'
Mexico City °adoration on Cultural Policies, 1982

Mission Statement (1)
Tne Culture and Olympic Heritage Commission advises :ne JO(
Session, the lOC Executive Board and the 10C President on ad the

activities of the Olympic Movement that ore related to culture in the
broadest sense of the term - art history, focus on values, acaclem.c
research and patrimonial calections - with a view to promoting the
Olympic ideals as widely as possible, especially among young pecmie
all over the world
Immn amm

ow. •

Mission Statement (2)
'he responsioi1ties of the CLItu re and Olympic Heritage
Commission are to

.....MeMmeWSIWaY
0.•

• Help to achieve cptmurn implementation of the 10C's cultural
action plan activities of the Olympic foundation for Culture and
Heritage and Olympic Agenda 2020;
• Foolitate synergies between the various cultural platforms.
communities and bodies within the Olympic Movement
academies, museums, NOC and OCOG culture sections, research
centres and universities, and recognised organisations. with a
view to achieving better overall import;
• Consider ways to develop the cultural activities of the Olympic
Movement in the future.
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Members of the Commission were informed about a new MfJCIO.111e within the ICC. The Olympic Foundatan for
tiorrorive' ana governing
ot the Of,rripic
Culture 8 Heritage, created in March 2615, will be a 'dr.
body of the IOC cultural activities. Mr. F Gabet Director of the Foundation, under section Q Orirrnp;c Curturo.'
Insnturions and Common;ties. presented creation of RICO and rts recommendationto the lOC for awarding the
organization of two World Olympic Collectors Fairs: to the Gothenburg Sports Museum in Gothea burg, Sweden
in 2016 and to the Polish Olympic Committee in Warsaw. Poland in 2019. Both orgainizaborrs had filed
applications which were reviewed and approved by the AICO Evecutive Board. The 10C. upon the Commission's
recommendation, has awarded the fairs to their respective organizations.
Following a brief address by a representatwe of the triternatonal Olympic Acades the Four N60-type
"Organisations Recognized by the IOC were invited to also make snort presentations. The roar organizations

are.
• NCO- Association Internationale des Coflectionneurs Ofympicues
• CIPC - Cornmitte Internationale Pierre de Coubertin
• MOH - International Society of Olympic Historians
• FICTS - Federation Internationale Cinema Television Sportive
Mr. F. Gabet also presented future activities upon * ICI the Commission will ?MOM
Olympians as creators
-4 The Olympic Culture Online,
-B The Olympic Encyclopaedia,
The Olympic World library.
Agenda 2020 projects: Olympic laurel. Artists in Residence. Olympic House. Museum on the move.
Very special attention was paid by Mr F. Gabel to the Otympit World Library project lbeing Linde- deveopment
by tne Olympic Study Centre. O'SC) which could prove important from AiCO's point of view. The concept of the
Olympic World Library offers advantages tar the organizations and asers such as:
for OSC to implement a cloud solution and offer icenses to National Olympic Cornm.ttees,lntern atonal
Sports FederatonsiOtyrnoic Study Centre to catalog their publicatiMia or to Ow their existing catalog
to the Olympic World library,
•

to each partner institutions Carl give access to their specific iloc-a) customers via nner website and
a personalised user-interface.

•

to the user to be able to access to the full catalog or seiect publicatipns only in his reg•ortilanguage.

One could estimate that a library dealing solely with subjects Te4aong to Olympic Collectibles might number
1.000 volumes when one considers not only books, but catalogues. exhibition asues yournaks and single articles
printed in other journals. This is an opportunity to introduce our stades and achievements to a wider world
Olympic audience! We await your opinions.

1A0C 're incrrerlorer LetrziatIon Of Drew Garrerres
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2. AICO LOGO. USE Of THE OLYMPIC DESIGNATION AND OLYMPIC SYMBOL
In a separate meeting. AICO President was informed by the IOC representative of the decision of the IOC Brand
Committee on the proposed RICO logo. The IOC will not accept. after our second attempt, the logo originally
proposed by 0.1C0 because of the use of the image of a torch between the characters. It was clear the IOC is very
firm on this decision. This means RICO must use the alternative design as the official logo as presented below.
The symbols in the corner represent the four fields of Olympic collecting: philately (stamp perforations!,
numismatiim (partial circle coml. pins (gold star), and memorabilia (3 wavy lines medal ribbon).

AICO- AICO
ianguage verzion

F-rench language version

The IOC Foundation representative mentioned mat AICO should be proud to be one of orly four NGOs in the
Commission of Culture & Olympic Heritage to be awarded the title of 'Organization recognized by the IOC.
Use of the Olympic symbols by AICO Member Assodations: the IOC has stated very clearly that the
"Organization rezwnrzed by the IOC Olympic Designation (which includes the text and Olympic Rings) may be
used by AICO ONLY as the association which has been awarded the designation. The individual AICO Member
Associations igaLtOT use this logo.
Organentoon
1..co..1..1 w In..

O
IN111:56111,%Al
OLYMPIC
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The Olympic Designation
Furthermore, the AICO Member Associations MAY NOT use the Olympic Rings as an Olympic Symbol and other
IOC's Properties, in any form.
The IOC may. however, on a case-by-case basis, approve use of the Olympic Rings upon application and
acceptance by the respective 10C department. This would indicate that while the use of the Olympic Rings is not
completely restricted. approval must be sought for their use in any event or publication. It is not dear which IOC
department will handle this, either the Brand Committee or the Marketing Department (usually a faster path).
Be advised that any approval will be a difficult and time consuming process.
The AKO Executive Board reminds the Member Associations that they must retire any logos that continue to
use the old FIPO emblem. As AICO receives further guidance from the IOC on this subject It will circulate the
information.
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3. X01"4 WORLD OLYMPK COLLECTORS FAIR, GOTHENBURG, SWEDEN, 13-15 MAY 2016

n'

As mentioned above. the GothenburgSportsMosetro submitted an a pohcation to organize the
World
Olympic Collectors Fair front 13-15 Mao 2016. Neese find below some preliminary images suppked try the
m useurn !note the dates of May 27-29, 2016 an Iv. first picture are no longer wand).
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NEWS FROM THE AICO EXECUTIVE BOARD

4. AICO EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETNG, LAKE PLACID, 11112 SEPTEMBER 2015
A summary of the full report is presented below:
a Roman Baby opens the meeting and welcomes the FE members, represertranves of the Member Associatizns
present and particulary Ms. Stephanie Coppex from the IOC. In his remarks. President Babut stresses the
importance of this meeting in Lake Ptaod, as it provides an opportunity for AICO and Olympic collectors to
get to know each otner. In addition, this was also the perfect rime to incoduce and launch the official AtC0
website which takes place at the AICO public meeting on Saturday.
b. in a presentation by Ms. tonnes, she points to the exceilent cooperation between the IOC and ALCO since
creation and continues by outlining the new Foundation for Culture and Olympic Heritage which is tne
umbrella organization chaired by Mr. Francis Gabet.
c. There are 22 new IOC commissions. One of these. the Culture and Olympic Heritage Cominissicm, 3 COMDDS@I1
of the group of 11 or so Associations Recognized by the IOC, which includes among others AICO. MT& WOA,
ISOH, OMN, NOA, and 05C. AICO is singled out as especially important as it is one of only 4 PhiCis with
'Officially Recognized by the IOC' status, and thus is treated as equitably as the other Recogruzed
Organizations.
d. At the 2016100 Session in Rio, AICO should be accorded full recognition by the IOC.
e. The logo and website are discussed, with a decision still pending on the logo's design 'Note this has since
been resolved. See Section 42 above.]
I. Potential

new members of AICO are mentioned. among them Protympo eV (Germany!, Fundatiori Filatelica
Numismatica Olympica y Deportiva de Venezuela, and 1000 Kluben (Norway). Two Chinese associations
expressed an interest. g. In November 2015, Roman Babut will meet the ProNmpo President.

h. The statutes of AICO provide for a General Assembly no later than 22 May 2016. with the election of two
members of the Board, It is decided that the next World Olympic Fair should coincide with that meeting if
possible. Christophe Ait-Braham and AICO EB Advisor David Maiden wilt be responsible for organizing these
eechons.

Note: Roman Babut and Christophe
Alt-Braharn itokng the
met
wrth the Chinese Olympic
collectors groups who were in
attendance in Lake Pack!, passing
along the Alt° pre-application.
These must be completed and
suomitted to AICO along with a
letter of -no-oblection' from their
NOC.
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S. AICO GENERAL ASSEMBLY, Gothenburg, Sweden, 14 May 2016
The Executive Board has scheduled the next AICO General Assembly and elections to be held in conjunction
with the 21" World Olympic Collectors Fair in Gothenburg, Sweden on Saturday, 14 May 211/15
More details, elecban rules, agenda and timetable will be presented in a separate document and deriver-end to
Member Associations according to the AKO Statutes.

6. XXI' WORLD OLYMPIC COLLECTORS FAIR, LAKE PLACID, 10-13 SEPTEMBER 2015
The 1C0eller:41d Olympic Collectors Fair was held in Lake Placid. New York. USA from 10-13 September 2015.

That WINTER OLYMPIC ARENA IN IMF PLACID, USA
a,r0Autv Inn Vli.ofer Olyem.6...: Arena 1932 etiaira
On Rieran Satua,k, it Mower of the Pahih Oleeuaa ice eat key
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For a review of MOD's Open Meetng on 12 September. please visit the AICO website

Attpeeaicolympic.orgiaico-public-meeting-draws-earty-moming-crovid
7. AICO WEBSITE
The AiL0 website was launched on 12 September 2015 during the AICO Open Meeting at Late Placid. New York.
The AICO logo and webvte were created by the Rrrn of BOP Design Inc. in the USA. The website URL is:

a icolympit.org
Note that the content, which wiT be feature-rich. encompasses thefour Belts of Olympic coileaties. Philatey.
Numismatics, Pins, and Memorabilia.
In 2016. Phase l of the website deverooment will take place. First and foremost, we will create a Frenchlanguage version of the website for our Francophone members and visitors. We will also begin building on the
160[T1661661.011.6 Paux1.1666.6,
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website's framework with special programs for upcoming Olympic arid youth Olympic Games. AICO will began
exploring opportunities to work with other members of the Foundation such as the Olympic Museum Network
to expand the base of knowledge for ()tropic Coast/ors.
Member Associations are encouraged to become active in the growth of tine website with their ideas and
comments presented through the appropriate Committee imutlined
AICO Vice President, Mark Maestrone (viceoresxterttatocolvrroc.orq) scoordinating work on the *etude.

8. COLLECTIBLES COMMITTEES
A ICO's electiveness will depend in great part on the information we provide through our website. Over the next
few months, tne Executive Board. with the help of the colecting community. will be developing content
guidelines for each collectible field. For examPe• should we present checklists of collectibles organized by
Olympic Games? Do we want to assist collectors in avoiding counterfeit or bogus material? What kind of
materials shall we archive in an online library? These are Just a few examples of content that the new website
might include. It will be up to the member associations - who are therms/::yes the experts in their own field - to
help create this base of knowledge.
The Board would like to hear everyone's thoughts which may be submitted to President Roman Babut
(presidentigiaicolympicorg). To assist us in creating committees for each field. we invite the nomination of
members within your club/association whose knowledge and experience could be used for the benefit of all
collectors. To date, our committees are as follows_

Committee for Olvmoic_PHILATFIY
4 Roman BABUT, 0...YMPIAN - Team Leader
4 Rene CHRISTI N. AFCOS
4. Thomas LIPPERT, IMOS
Pasquale POLO, UICOS
Bob WILCOCK, SOC
Zbigniew KORSZEN, OLYMPIAN - Philatelic Expert, authorized by the Polish Philatelists Federation

Committee for Olympic NUMISMATICS
4 Catherine SALAUN, AFCOS
4

Armin HAULS, IMOS

Committee for 04vmok 1,114$
tio Branislav DELEJ, SSOSC - Team Leader

4 Domenico DI PINTO, UICOS
4 Pete WADE, OSLO PIN CLUB
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Committee for OhimPic MEMORABILIA
Gnrisroone .3.1T-BRANAMATCOS - Tram trailer
Mme Catherine SALABPI, AFC05

£

Mario CAPUAN0,111COS
JOrgen WAGNER, IMOS

4
4.

Klaus FINK, IMOS
Gunnar ROLLAND, OSLO PIN CLUB

anunitIcsinzatimiliaaditatthrallIMILI
4 Roman Baout, OLYMPIAN - Teorr ;ender
Umberto CATERINI.). UKOS

Committee for AKO WEBS1TE & PLIBUCATIONS
1. Mark MAESTRONE. SP1 - Team Leader
in Jean-Louis EMMENEGGER, AFCOS

4.

Alessandro DI n/CO, UICOS

The Committees- main mission is to work on tne weosite content. It is up to each Committee to organize work.
Christophe Pa-Braham has already activated the Olympic Memorabilia Committee. Other committees are
expected to get underway in the near future.
Any requests to insert material on the AICO website must be addressed to a respective Committee mtrough an
AICO Member Club. not individually. Applications remyed to date are retained.

9. 2015 ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP FEE
The Treasurer reports that we have collected a total or 2572,80 EUMS in AlCOS bank account. The payments
have been made either through a wire transfer to our USES sank account or our PayPaf account. MI procedures
are working pertecty.
A detailed financial baIarce

be presented during rine Genera. Assembly in Gothenburg.

Three members have 'yet to pay their dues for 2015. They will be alerted in writing following a lack at e-mail
contact.
The Executive Board wishes to state very clearry that the cost of organizing die AICO Executive Board Meet rig
during the 22' World Olympic Collectors Per in Lake Placid was covered from tne subsidy awarded oy the tOC la
separate item in the 2015 subsidy requestl, not from Member,Assocation dues.
The Board wishes to ask the Member Associations For their advice on how to best use the amount collected in
membership dues. Shoukl the dues be for the support of events organ:zed by Member Associations? Are
promotional and editorial projects appropriate destinations for dues? Please convey 'your thoughts to R. Babut
oresident@a, calympic.orgl.
Int.,100,1 A ,,..11iOn 5l 0i~ CATICTE,
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10. AICO 2016 ACTIVITY PLAN & BUDGET
The Board has begun preparation of the 2016 Activity Plan & Budget.All AICO Member Associations and
Committee Team Leaders are requested to submit their proposals for AICO activities in 2016 and the financial
needs for their implementation. A/CO's request for its 2016 subsidy must be filed with the Olympic Foundation
in early January 2016.

11. THE OLYMPIC MULTIMEDIA UBRARY

rromo

The Board received more detailed information about accessingThe Olympic Multimedia Library {TOM.). Please
note that while access is free. all requests for mate•ial mist be made through an authorized member of the
AICO Executive Board. Unfortunately, Member Associat ons may not cl:rectly access or request materials from
The Olympic Multimedia Library.

Please do not hesitate contacting us with your questions. comments and suggestions at any time.

With best Olymp=c regards.
The Exec Live Boat

IAOC 11,4- Intomatioral Asoclation of CNIstoic touters
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Olympic Games Memorabilia
Auctions
Want List Service
Appraisal Service
Exhibit Service
Always buying, selling & accepting consignments:
Torches, Winners' and Participation Medals,
Pins, Badges, Diplomas, Posters, Official Reports,
Programs, Tickets, Souvenirs.
Three Auctions per Year - Catalogs available.
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Sports & Olympic Memorabilia
PO Box 265, Corona Del Mar CA 92625 USA
Tel. (949) 715-9808 • Fax (949) 715-1871
i ng r id @ioneil.co m • w w w . ionei I .c o m
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SPORTS COI LECTIB1 ES

AUCTION

1912 Stockholm Olympcs
Individual Winner's Medal (Sold Go o).
Estimate: $40.000+
February 21-22, 2014 Platinum Night"

Bid at
HA.com/Sports

1932 Los Angeles
Summer Olympics Silver Medal.
Estimate: S2,000+
October 24-26, 2013

\r`III
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1904 St. Louis S.Jrnmer Olympics
Gold Medal.
Sold For: $38,387 May 2013

1924 Paris Summer Olympics
Gold Medal Awarded to
Member of Uruguayan Football/
Soccer Team.
Sold For: $26290 I October 2012

1980 U.S. Hockey "Mira: e or
Ice" Olympic Gold Mac:a'
Presented to Mark Wells.
Sold For: $310,700
November 2010

WORLD RECORD RESULTS
Call 877-HERITAGE (437-4824) to discuss opportunities.

Annual Sales Exceed $800 Million I 800,000+ Online Bidder-Members
3500 Maple Avenue Dallas, Texas 75219 I 877-HERITAGE (437-4824) I HA.com
DALLAS I NEW YORK I 8EVERIY HILLS I SAN FRANCISCO I HOUSTON PARIS CiFI NFNA

71

CHRIS IVY
Cirector. Sports
Auctions
ChylSHA.com
ext. 1319

.C14.THAN SCH'EF.R
Consignment
Cvecor
:cnatl-arSVHA.con
ext. 1314

I,I:KE G.LITIPREZ

CO.."41yrnelt1
Direatr
MI eGC/HA.com
ext.

HERITAGE cilz,
AUClIONS
f ria.rorvies:cn,

TX & NY Aufftinee,kense. Sarruei Fosse 11727 & 0952260. Heritage Audi :1 Galleries CA Pond 4R562004175;
CA A... ctin ...e'er Pan d. Caro Nr Mani eR5B2005661. ELyer's Pre.nium 19.5%. See 4A.:or for details. HERITAGE Reg. U.S. Pat & TM Cif.
29625

